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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The aim of this research is to investigate the effect of increased fault current on an existing 
substation grounding system. Increased load demands because of the new customers connecting 
on the existing network or reconfigured network, power flows on the transmission and 
distribution assets will increase, which will in turn trigger the increase in fault current levels, 
both three-phase and phase-to-ground, throughout the power system. The protection that ground 
grids provide against step- and touch potentials is only good up to the expected level and 
duration of ground fault currents, as originally communicated in the design phase. A case study 
is presented in this research project to investigate the effects of increased fault current on the 
existing Ruighoek distribution substation grid. It is found that, the ground potential rise and 
touch potential are aggravated by the increased fault currents. And by increasing the area 
occupied by the ground grid and decreasing the horizontal spacing of parallel conductors, step- 
and touch potentials are improved to safe limit as per IEEE Std. 80-2000. 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 
 
The aim of this research is to investigate the effects of increased fault currents on the existing 
substation grounding system and suggest possible design improvements. 
 
 
1.1 Background 
 
After an investigation of Ararat 88kV network, challenges from both transmission and 
distribution networks were compiled. From the transmission network side, the Ararat - Spitskop 
275kV lines are thermally constrained and the 275/88kV 3x315MVA transformers at Ararat 
main transmission substation (MTS) have exceeded firm capacity. Expansion space for 88kV 
and 275kV bays is not possible. The challenge on the distribution network is the new load 
growth within the Ararat network, which is currently limited to 30MVA. This is due to the N-1 
thermal and voltage constraints, as well as the ageing Ararat distribution network. There is a new 
load growth of more than 150MVA that cannot be supplied from Ararat MTS, due to the growth 
limitation on the network. The proposed solution for this problem is to establish a new Ngwedi 
main transmission station (MTS) and convert some of the Ararat 88kV substations to 132kV 
(see figure 1.1). The new Ngwedi 400/132kV MTS will initially have 2x500MVA transformers. 
The decision was made to convert Ruighoek, Mogwase Industries, SA Chrome, Boschkoppie 
and Manyane substations to 132kV [2]. 
Due to increased load demands as a result of new customers connecting on the existing network 
or reconfigured network, power flow on the transmission and distribution assets will increase. 
This will, in turn, trigger an increase in fault current levels throughout the power system, both 
three-phase and phase-to-ground. New generation sources to be added to the transmission and 
distribution networks increase fault current intensities. It is crucial for the user of a distribution 
facility to be aware of the magnitude of increased ground-fault current at the service entrance, as 
well as of the actual condition of the grid.  
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The protection that ground grids provide against step- and touch potential is only good up to the 
expected level and duration of ground fault currents, as originally communicated in the design 
phase.  
Figure 1.1: Proposed network expansion [2]. 
It is necessary in all types of substations to install a system that effectively connects all metallic 
structures and non-energised parts of the power system equipment together and to earth, in order 
to limit unsafe values of potential differences between them. This system is referred to as the 
“grounding system”, and is an essential component of the power transmission system. The 
grounding system typically consists of a grid of conductors, grounding electrodes (rods, 
grounding wells, etc.), equipment connections to the grid (risers), external connections 
(distribution neutrals, overhead shield wires, etc.), and may also include a thin layer of high 
resistivity surfacing material [1, 4]. 
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The potential differences in a substation are the result of lightning discharges, ground currents 
caused by fault conditions, phase imbalance, switching, or inrush currents caused by normal 
system operations. The path of these currents through the soil and metallic conductors cause 
voltages that can, if not properly controlled, be dangerous to human life, damage system 
equipment, or cause it to malfunction [1, 4].The grounding system is designed and installed to 
provide a means to safely discharge lightning strokes to earth, reduce step- and touch potential to 
safe levels and limit dangerous soil currents. It allows the detection of ground faults by 
protective relaying systems, provides low impedance paths through the earth for load and ground 
currents, and provides a common ground reference which assists in the coordination of insulation 
throughout the power system [1, 3]. It is important to undertake an assessment and refurbishment 
of substation grounding systems, since the physical and electrical properties or requirements of 
the substation grounding system can change overtime. This is due to the available fault current 
magnitude at a substation that may have increased substantially due to new generation or 
network expansion/reconfiguration. 
 
1.2   Research Scope/Limitations 
 
This research will only deal with the effects of the increased fault current on the existing 
substation grounding systems, focusing mainly on the ground potential rise, safe step- and touch 
potentials. The short circuit calculations will not be covered in this research. The possible design 
improvements will also be investigated as part of the research. Ruighoek substation will be used 
as a case study for the research. 
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1.3 Research Approach 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2: Research methodology  
 
1.3.1 Chapter 1: Background 
This chapter deals with research background relating to substation grounding system and 
increased fault current in transmission and distribution networks. 
 
1.3.2 Chapter 2: Literature review 
This chapter deals with a literature review related to substation grounding system design, as well 
as types of grounding. It presents an overview of relevant academic theories no the various areas 
applicable to this research study, and provides the basis for analysis and improvement of existing 
substation grounding system. 
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Conclusion 
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1.3.3 Chapter 3: Grid design mathematical model 
This chapter presents the mathematical model for the grounding system design, which provides 
the basis for analysis and design of substation earth mat. 
 
1.3.4 Chapter 4: Research case study  
Chapter 4 presents the case study that will be used to investigate the effects of increased fault 
currents on the existing substation grounding system. Grid resistance measurements and 
calculations are included in this chapter. The research for the case study is done at Ruighoek 
substation. 
 
1.3.5 Chapter 5: Possible design improvement 
In this chapter the insight gained from previous chapters is analysed and interpreted in order to 
provide possible grid design improvements. 
1.3.6 Chapter 6: Conclusion  
A comprehensive conclusion of the research objectives is provided in this chapter. 
1.3.7 Chapter 7: References 
This chapter provides all references used in the research report.  
 
1.4 Conclusion 
 
The background of the research purpose, objectives, approach and methodology is provided. The 
articulation of the research aim provides the focus required to gather information/knowledge to 
arrive at research objectives.  
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This chapter presents the literature study about grounding system designs, in order to gather an 
insight that will assist in the analysis, to derive possible design improvements. Research 
variables or constraints will also be discussed in order to set a benchmarking platform for the 
proposed solutions to the research problem statement. Lastly, a brief discussion with regards to 
the methodology to be used to measure soil resistivity and resistance is presented. 
 
2.1   Introduction to substation grounding system 
 
A substation grounding system is an underground, regular mesh conductor network that serves 
the purpose of providing the path of least resistance to the traversing current so that, in the case 
of a fault, it is distributed in all directions in the underlying earth. If efficient, the resulting 
ground potential due to a fault and the ensuing step- and touch potential will be low enough to 
guarantee the safety of personnel working on the substation, as well as to the safety of the 
installed equipment [3].  
 
Absence of a safe and effective grounding system can result in maloperation or non-operation of 
control and protective devices, thereby disturbing the operation of a complete power system. 
Great care should therefore be taken when designing the grounding system of any substation, 
primarily to ensure electrical safety of persons working within or near substations [4].The main 
functions of any grounding system are to provide a passage for electrical current to earth without 
exceeding operating limits of equipment, and to provide a safe environment for the protection of 
personnel in the vicinity of grounded facilities against the danger of electrical shock, particularly 
under fault conditions. A grounding system consists of all of the interconnected grounding 
facilities in the substation area, including ground grid, overhead ground wires, neutral 
conductors, underground cables, etc, of which ground grid is the main component. The ground 
grid comprises of horizontal interconnected conductors, often supplemented by vertical ground 
rods [4]. 
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Being a major component of the overall grounding system, the design of the grounding grid 
should be such that the total grounding system is safe and, at the same time, cost-effective. A 
good grounding system should be able to maintain the actual mesh- and step voltages within a 
substation well below tolerable step- and touch voltages. These tolerable safety criteria have 
been established based on the fibrillation discharge limit of the body current. To obtain this 
safety, the equivalent electrical resistance of the grounding system must be low enough to ensure 
that fault currents dissipate mainly through the grounding grid into the earth [6, 7]. 
 
The main performance parameters of the grounding system are grid resistance, step voltage, 
touch voltage and ground potential rise (GPR). The main thing to be taken care of in the design 
of any substation grounding system is that actual step- and touch voltages must not exceed those 
described as tolerable values [4]. Tolerable step- and touch voltages for a person weighing 50 
and 70 kg are described in IEEE Std. 80-2000 [7]. 
 
 
2.1.1 Ground potential rise 
 
The ground potential rise is the product of the ground resistance gR , which is a function of the 
number of grid conductors, its area, its depth and the resistivity of the surrounding soil multiplied 
by the current GI  entering the grid during a fault [3]. This is the maximum electrical potential 
that a substation grounding grid may attain relative to a distant grounding point assumed to be at 
the potential of remote earth. Under normal conditions, the grounded electrical equipment 
operates at near zero ground potential. That is, the potential of a grounded neutral conductor is 
nearly identical to the potential of remote earth. During a ground fault, the portion of fault 
current that is conducted by the substation grounding grid into the earth causes the rise of the 
grid potential with respect to remote earth [7]. 
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of GPR [6]. 
 
In order to protect communication equipment, i.e. telephones, faxes etc., the GPR must be 
limited to about 5000 V [6]. The maximum allowable grid resistance is therefore: 
 
Ω=
grid
grid I
R 5000
                 2.1 
 
2.1.2 Touch voltage 
 
At the instant of a fault, the potentials that occur at the surface of the earth are such that voltage 
spikes appear above the grid conductors, while depressions occur above the mesh areas. At 
typical operational frequencies, this potential distribution is relatively equal, regardless of the 
point of current injection [7]. 
 
Touch voltage is the potential difference between the GPR and the surface potential at the point 
where a person is standing, while at the same time having a hand in contact with a grounded 
structure, as shown in figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Basic shock situation [7]. 
 
 
2.1.3 Step voltage 
 
Step voltage is the difference in surface potential experienced by a person bridging a distance of 
1m with the feet without coming into contact with any grounded object, as shown in figure 2.2. It 
is equal to the difference in voltage given by the voltage distribution curve between two points at 
different distances from the earth electrode. A person could be at risk of injury during a fault 
simply by standing near the earthling system point [6, 7]. 
 
2.1.4 Transferred voltage 
Transferred voltage is a special case of touch voltage, where voltage is transferred into or out of 
the substation from or to a remote point external to the substation site (see figure 2.2). Typically, 
the case of transferred voltage occurs when a person stands within the substation area and 
touches a conductor grounded at a remote point, or stands at a remote point and touches a 
conductor connected to the substation grounding grid [6, 7]. During fault conditions, the 
resulting potential to ground may equal or exceed the full GPR of a grounding grid discharging 
the fault current, rather than the fraction of this total voltage encountered in the ordinary touch 
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contact situations. The transferred voltage may exceed the sum of the GPRs of both substations, 
due to induced voltages on communication circuits, static or neutral wires, pipes, etc. It is 
impractical, and often impossible, to design a ground grid based on the touch voltage caused by 
the external transferred voltages. Hazards from these external transferred voltages are best 
avoided by using isolating or neutralising devices, and by treating and clearly labelling these 
circuits, pipes, etc. as being equivalent to energised lines [7]. 
 
Figure 2.3: Extended transferred potential [7]. 
 
2.1.5 Mesh voltage  
Mesh voltage is the maximum touch voltage within a mesh of a ground grid. Mesh voltage 
represents the highest possible touch voltage that may be encountered within a substation 
grounding system. Thus, voltage across a man standing in the centre of the mesh and touching a 
structure bonded to the earth grid some distance away [6]. 
 
2.1.6 Metal - to - metal touch voltage 
Metal-to-metal touch voltage is the difference in potential between metallic objects or structures 
within the substation site that could be bridged by direct hand-to-hand or hand-to-feet contact. 
The metal-to-metal touch voltage between metallic objects or structures bonded to the ground 
grid is assumed to be negligible in conventional substations [7]. 
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However, the metal-to-metal touch voltage between metallic objects or structures bonded to the 
ground grid and metallic objects internal to the substation site, such as an isolated fence, but not 
bonded to the ground grid, may be substantial.  In a conventional substation, the worst touch 
voltage is usually found to be the potential difference between a hand and the feet at a point of 
maximum reach distance [7]. 
 
The typical case of metal-to-metal touch voltage occurs when metallic objects or structures 
within the substation site are not bonded to the ground grid. Objects such as pipes, rails, or 
fences that are located within or near the substation ground grid area, and not bonded to the 
ground grid, meet this criteria. Substantial metal-to-metal touch voltages may be present when a 
person standing on or touching a grounded object or structure comes into contact with a metallic 
object or structure within the substation site that is not bonded to the ground grid [7]. 
 
2.2 Determination of maximum grid current 
A design value of the maximum grid current is defined as follows: 
gfG IDI ×= ,                  2.2 
Where: 
GI  is the maximum grid current in A, 
fD is the decrement factor for the entire duration of the fault ft  
gI is the rms symmetrical grid current in A 
The symmetrical grid current is that portion of the symmetrical ground fault current that flows 
between the grounding grid and surrounding earth [7]. 
It may be expressed as  
ffg SII ×=                   2.3 
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Where: 
gI is the rms symmetrical grid current in A, 
fI is the rms value of symmetrical ground fault current in A 
fS is the fault current division factor. 
In most cases, the largest value of grid current will result in the most hazardous condition. For 
these cases, the following steps are involved in determining the correct design value of 
maximum grid current GI  for use in substation grounding calculations: 
a) Assess the type and location of those ground faults that are likely to produce the greatest 
flow of current between the grounding grid and surrounding earth, and hence the greatest 
GPR and largest local surface potential gradients in the substation area. 
b) Determine, by computation, the fault current division factor fS for the faults selected in 
establishing the corresponding values of symmetrical grid current gI  
c) For each fault, determine the value of decrement factor fD , based on its duration time,
ft , to allow for the effects of asymmetry of the fault current wave. 
d) Select the largest product gf ID ×  and hence the worst fault condition. 
 
The current division factor would change during the fault duration, based on the varying decay 
rates of the fault contributions and the sequence of interrupting device operations. However, for 
the purposes of calculating the design value of maximum grid current and symmetrical grid 
current per definitions of symmetrical grid current and maximum grid current, the ratio is 
assumed to be constant during the entire duration of a given fault [7]. Where transmission line 
overhead ground wires or neutral conductors are connected to the substation ground, a 
substantial portion of the ground fault current is diverted away from the substation ground grid.  
Where this situation exists, the overhead ground wires or neutral conductors should be taken into 
account in the design of the grid.  Connecting the substation grid to overhead ground wires or 
neutral conductors, or both, and through them to transmission line structures or distribution 
poles, will usually have the overall effect of increasing the GPR at tower bases, while lessening it 
at the substation [7]. 
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This is because each of the nearby towers will share in each voltage rise of the substation ground 
mat, whatever the cause, instead of being affected only by a local insulation failure or flashover 
at one of the towers. Conversely, when such a tower fault does occur, the effect of the connected 
substation ground system should decrease the magnitude of gradients near the tower bases [7]. 
 
2.2.1 Effect of future network changes 
 
It is a common experience for maximum fault currents at a given location to increase as system 
capacity is added, or new connections are made to the grid. While an increase in system capacity 
will increase the maximum expected fault current fI , new connections may increase or decrease 
the maximum grid current GI . One case in which the grid current may decrease with new 
connections is when new transmission lines are added with ground or neutral wires, or both [7]. 
 
In general, if no margin for increase in GI  is included in the original ground system design, the 
design may become unsafe. Subsequent additions will also usually be less convenient and more 
expensive to install. It is a widely accepted practice to assume the total fault current, fI , between 
the grid and surrounding earth in an attempt to allow for system growth. While this assumption 
would be overly pessimistic for present-year conditions, it may not exceed the computed current 
GI , considering current division and system growth [7].  
 
If the system growth is taken into account and current division is ignored, the resulting grid will 
be overdesigned. An estimate of the future system conditions can be obtained by including all 
system additions forecasted. Caution should be exercised when future changes involve such 
design changes as disconnection of overhead ground wires coming into the substations. Such 
changes may have an effect on ground fault currents and may result in an inadequate grounding 
system. However, future changes such as additions of incoming overhead ground wires, may 
decrease the current division ratio, resulting in the existing ground system being overdesigned 
[7]. 
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When fault currents that are in excess of design values enter a grounding system, the following 
effects may occur [15]: 
 
1. Reduction in electrical safety, increased step- and touch potentials. 
2. Damage or failure of grounding equipment: 
a) Thermal damage due to excessive short circuit currents 
b) Mechanical damage due to excessive short-circuit stresses 
c) Drying of the soil, resulting in increased soil resistivity (IEEE 2000 Sec.12.3) 
d) Insulation failure due to high-induced voltages (IEEE. 1996.)  
3. Possible effects of grounding grid degradation on the electrical power system: 
a) Reduced lightning protection 
b) Misoperation of ground fault protection 
c) Increased zero-sequence impedance for unbalanced load currents 
d) Reduced electromagnetic compatibility [15]. 
 
2.3 Soil characteristics 
 
The behaviour of a ground electrode buried in soil can be analysed by means of the circuit in 
figure 2.4. Most soils behave both as a conductor of resistance, r, and as a dielectric. Except for 
high-frequency and steep-front waves penetrating very resistive soil material, the charging 
current is negligible in comparison to the leakage current, and the earth can be represented by 
pure resistance [6, 7]. 
 
Figure 2.4: Soil model [7]. 
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Soil resistivity is not affected by a voltage gradient, unless the latter exceeds a certain critical 
value. The value somewhat varies with the soil material, but it usually has the magnitude of 
several kilovolts per centimetre. Once exceeded, arcs would develop at the electrode surface and 
progress into the earth so as to increase the effective size of the electrode, until gradients are 
reduced to values that the soil material can withstand [7]. 
 
This condition is illustrated in figure 2.4 by the presence of gaps. Because the substation 
grounding system is normally designed to comply with far more stringent criteria of step- and 
touch voltage limits, the gradient can always be assumed to be below the critical range. Soil 
resistivity in the vicinity of ground electrodes may be affected by current flowing from the 
electrodes into the surrounding soil. The thermal characteristics and the moisture content of the 
soil will determine if a current of a given magnitude and duration will cause significant drying, 
and thus increase the effective soil resistivity [7]. 
 
2.3.1 Measurement of soil resistivity 
 
Resistivity investigations of a substation site are essential for determining both the general soil 
composition and degree of homogeneity. Test samples and other geological investigations often 
provide useful information on the presence of various layers and the nature of soil material, 
leading at least to some ideas regarding the range of resistivity at the site [13]. 
 
Actual resistivity tests should be made at a number of places within the site. Substation sites 
where the soil may possess uniform resistivity throughout the entire area and to a considerable 
depth are seldom found. There are typically several layers, each with a different resistivity. 
Lateral changes also occur after, but in comparison to the vertical ones, these changes are usually 
more gradual. Soil resistivity tests should be made to determine if there are any important 
variations of resistivity with depth. The number of such readings should be greater where the 
variations are large, especially if some readings are so high as to suggest a possible safety 
problem [13]. 
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If the resistivity varies appreciably with depth, it is often desirable to use an increased range of 
probe spacing in order to obtain an estimate of the resistivity of deeper layers. This is possible 
because, as the probe spacing is increased, the test source current penetrates more and more 
distant areas, in both vertical and horizontal directions, regardless of how much the current path 
is distorted due to the varying soil conditions [13]. A number of measuring techniques can be 
used to measure the resistivity of the soil. The Wenner four-pin method, as shown in figure 2.5, 
is the most commonly used technique. In brief, four probes are driven into the earth along a 
straight line, at equal distances a apart, driven to a depth b. The voltage between the two inner 
(potential) electrodes is then measured and divided by the current between the two outer 
(current) electrodes to give a value of resistance R. 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Wenner four-pin method [7]. 
 
Another method of measuring soil resistivity, shown in figure 2.6, is the driven-rod method 
based on the three-pin or fall-of-potential method. In this method, the depth
rL  of the driven-rod 
located in the soil to be tested is varied. The other two rods, known as reference rods, are driven 
to a shallow depth in a straight line. The location of the voltage rod is varied between the test rod 
and the current rod. Alternatively, the voltage rod may be placed on the side opposite the current 
rod [7]. 
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Figure 2.6: Circuit diagram for three-pin or driven-ground rod method [7]. 
 
Tests conducted by the Ohio State University [7] demonstrated that either the Wenner four-pin 
method or the driven-rod three-pin method can provide the information needed to develop a soil 
model. The Wenner four-pin method is the most popular method in use. There are a number of 
reasons for this popularity. The four-pin method obtains the soil resistivity data for deeper layers 
without driving the test pins to those layers. No heavy equipment is needed to perform the four-
pin test. The results are not greatly affected by the resistance of the test pins or the holes created 
in driving the test pins into the soil [7]. 
 
An advantage of the driven-rod method, although not related necessarily to the measurements, is 
the ability to determine to what depth the ground rods can be driven. Knowing if and how deep 
rods can be driven into the earth can save the need to redesign the ground grid. Often, because of 
hard layers in the soil such as rock, hard clay, etc., it becomes practically impossible to drive the 
test rod any further, resulting in insufficient data. A disadvantage of the driven-rod method is 
that when the test rod is driven deep in the ground, it usually loses contact with the soil due to 
the vibration and the larger diameter couplers, resulting in higher measured resistance values. A 
ground grid designed with these higher soil resistivity values may be unnecessarily conservative. 
The driven-rod method presents an uncertainty in the resistance value [7]. 
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2.3.2 Measurement of earth resistance 
 
A good grounding system provides a low resistance to remote earth in order to minimise the 
GPR. For most transmission and other large substations, the ground resistance is usually about 1 
Ω or less. In smaller distribution substations, the usually acceptable range is from 1 Ω to 5 Ω, 
depending on the local conditions as per design requirement [7]. 
 
In order to measure the earth resistance of an electrode, a test current has to be circulated 
between the electrode and an auxiliary current electrode. It is important, however, that the 
resistance volumes of the electrode be measured and the auxiliary electrode do not overlap to an 
extent that serious errors in the measurement are introduced. For this reason, the distance 
between the geometrical centres of the earth electrode and the auxiliary current electrode has to 
be made as large as possible (e.g. 100 m or more), but at least five times the largest diagonal 
width, or depth, of the electrode, whichever is the greater. In some cases, an existing electrode of 
known resistance could be used as an auxiliary electrode, provided that its resistance is not much 
greater than that of the electrode to be measured. However, the resistance volume of the auxiliary 
current electrode could be large and could seriously overlap that of the electrode to be measured 
[7]. As in the case of the measurement of earth resistivity in areas where the resistivity is high, it 
could be necessary to measure the current injected into the current probe that is being used as 
auxiliary electrode. If the current is low (e.g. less than 5 mA) it could be necessary to reduce the 
earth resistance of both the potential and current probes by “watering” the area immediately 
around the probe [7]. 
 
The same instrument used for the measurement of soil resistivities can be used for earth 
resistance measurement, and to connect C1 and P1 to the auxiliary current and potential 
electrodes respectively. Connect C2 and P2 to the earth lead of the electrode to be measured. 
Drive the auxiliary current and potential electrodes into the earth along a straight line from the 
geometric centre of the earth electrode (see figure 2.7), with due regard given to the presence of 
other buried structures [7]. 
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Figure 2.7: Fall of potential method for measuring earth resistance [7]. 
 
Because of the dimensions of larger grid electrodes, it could be difficult or impractical to reach a 
distance L2 of at least five times the largest diagonal width or depth of the electrode, whichever is 
greater, owing to the presence of other buried structures. The coupling between the voltage and 
current leads should be large enough to negate the accuracy of the measurement obtained by 
increasing the distance L2. A further problem is in deciding where the centre of the equivalent 
hemisphere is, and from which point the measurements of L2 are taken. 
 
This method has several variations and is applicable to all types of ground resistance 
measurements. The ground resistance measurement basically consists of measuring the 
resistance of the grounding system with respect to a remote ground electrode. The remote 
electrode is theoretically at an infinite distance from the grounding system where the earth 
current density approaches zero. Although the fall-of-potential method is universally used, it 
presents many difficulties and sources of error when used to measure the resistance of large 
grounding systems usually encountered in practice. These difficulties occur mainly because of 
the size and configuration of the grounding system and soil heterogeneity [7]. 
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When measurements are conducted on a large electrode, the electrical centre of the grid tends to 
move from the geometric centre to a point on the grid nearer to the current and potential 
electrodes. The Tagg method shown in figure 2.8 is a practical and relatively simple method of 
finding the earth resistance of large grid electrodes, taking the above constraints into account 
[13]. 
 
 
Figure 2.8: Tagg method of measuring earth resistance of a large grid electrode [13]. 
 
 
2.4 Designing of grounding system 
 
As already stated in this chapter, there are two main design goals to be achieved by any 
substation ground system under normal and fault conditions. These goals are: 
a) To provide means to dissipate electric currents into the earth without exceeding any operating 
and equipment limits. 
b) To ensure that a person in the vicinity of grounded facilities is not exposed to the danger of 
critical electric shock. 
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The design procedure described here is based on assuring safety from dangerous step- and touch 
voltages within, and immediately outside, the fenced substation area. Because the mesh voltage 
is usually the worst possible touch voltage inside the substation (excluding transferred 
potentials), the mesh voltage will be used as the basis of this design procedure.  Step voltages are 
inherently less dangerous than mesh voltages. If, however, safety within the grounded area is 
achieved with the assistance of a high resistivity surface layer (surface material), which does not 
extend outside the fence, step voltages may be dangerous. In any event, the computed step 
voltages should be compared with the permissible step voltage after a grid that satisfies the touch 
voltage criterion has been designed. For equally spaced ground grids, the mesh voltage will 
increase along meshes from the centre to the corner of the grid. The rate of this increase will 
depend on the size of the grid, number and location of ground rods, spacing of parallel 
conductors, diameter and depth of the conductors, and the resistivity profile of the soil [7]. 
 
As indicated in table 2.1, the corner mesh voltage is generally much higher than that in the centre 
mesh. This will be true unless the grid is unsymmetrical (has projections, is L-shaped, etc.), has 
ground rods located on or near the perimeter, or has extremely non-uniform conductor spacings. 
Thus, in the equations for the mesh voltage 
M
Gim
m L
IKK
E
⋅⋅⋅
=
ρ
, only the mesh voltage at the 
centre of the corner mesh is used as the basis of the design procedure [7]. 
 
Table 2.1: Typical ratio of corner-to-corner mesh voltage [7]. 
     Grid number       Number of meshes 
mE  corner/centre 
             1             10 x 10               2.71 
             2               20 x 20               5.55 
             3             30 x 30               8.85 
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2.4.1 Grounding system design critical parameters 
 
The following site-dependent parameters have been found to have substantial impact on the grid 
design: maximum grid current GI , fault duration ft , shock duration st , soil resistivity ρ, surface 
material resistivity ( sρ ) and grid geometry. Several parameters define the geometry of the grid, 
but the area of the grounding system, the conductor spacing and the depth of the ground grid 
have the most impact on the mesh voltage, while parameters such as the conductor diameter and 
the thickness of the surfacing material have less impact [7]. 
 
 
2.4.1.1 Maximum grid current ( GI ) 
 
In determining the maximum current GI , consideration should be given to the resistance of the 
ground grid, division of the ground fault current between the alternate return paths and the grid 
and the decrement factor. 
 
2.4.1.2 Fault duration (tf) and shock duration (ts) 
 
The fault duration and shock duration are normally assumed equal, unless the fault duration is 
the sum of successive shocks, such as from reclosings. The selection of ft should reflect fast 
clearing time for transmission substations and slow clearing times for distribution and industrial 
substations [7].The choices ft and st  should result in the most pessimistic combination of fault 
current decrement factor and allowable body current. Typical values for ft  and st  range from 
0.25 s to 1.0 s [7]. 
 
2.4.1.3 Soil resistivity ( ρ  ) 
The grid resistance and the voltage gradients within a substation are directly dependent on the 
soil resistivity. Because soil resistivity will in reality vary horizontally as well as vertically, 
sufficient data must be gathered for a substation yard. The Wenner method already described in 
this chapter is widely used for this application [7, 6]. 
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2.4.1.4 Resistivity of surface layer ( sρ  ) 
 
A layer of surface material helps in limiting the body current by adding resistance to the 
equivalent body resistance [7]. 
 
2.4.1.5 Grid geometry 
The area of the grounding system is the single most important geometrical factor in determining 
the resistance of the grid. The larger the area grounded, the lower the grid resistance and, thus, 
the lower the GPR [7]. 
 
2.5 Design Procedure of a grounding system 
 
The block diagram in figure 2.9 illustrates the sequence of steps to design the ground grid that 
were established by the IEEE Standard 80-2000 for the design of the ground grid. The 
parameters shown in the block diagram are identified in the index presented in the list of 
symbols. The following describes each step of the procedure: 
 
- Step 1: The property map and general location plan of the substation should provide good 
estimates of the area to be grounded. A soil resistivity test will determine the soil 
resistivity profile and the soil model needed (that is, uniform or two-layer model). 
- Step 2: The conductor size is determined. The fault current 03I should be the maximum 
expected future fault current that will be conducted by any conductor in the grounding 
system, and the time, ct  should reflect the maximum possible clearing time (including 
backup). 
- Step 3: The tolerable step- and touch voltages are determined by B
f
Btouch I
R
RE .
2 







+=  
and ( ) BfBstep IRRE .2+= . The choice of time, st , is based on the judgment of the design 
engineer, with guidance from applicable standards. 
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- Step 4: The preliminary design should include a conductor loop surrounding the entire 
grounded area, plus adequate cross conductors to provide convenient access for 
equipment grounds, etc. The initial estimates of conductor spacing and ground rod 
locations should be based on the current GI   and the area being grounded. 
- Step 5: Estimates of the preliminary resistance of the grounding system in uniform soil. 
For the final design, more accurate estimates of the resistance may be desired. Computer 
analysis based on modelling the components of the grounding system in detail can 
compute the resistance with a high degree of accuracy, assuming the soil model is chosen 
correctly. 
- Step 6: Determine the grid current GI  . To prevent overdesign of the grounding system, 
only that portion of the total fault current, 03I , that flows through the grid to remote earth 
should be used in designing the grid. The current GI  should, however, reflect the worst 
fault type and location, the decrement factor and any future system expansion. 
 
- Step 7: If the GPR of the preliminary design is below the tolerable touch voltage, no 
further analysis is necessary. Only additional conductor, required to provide access to 
equipment grounds is necessary. 
- Step 8: The calculation of the mesh- and step voltages for the grid as designed can be 
done by the approximate analysis techniques, or by the more accurate computer analysis 
techniques. 
- Step 9: If the computed mesh voltage is below the tolerable touch voltage, the design may 
be complete (see Step 10). If the computed mesh voltage is greater than the tolerable 
touch voltage, the preliminary design should be revised (see Step 11). 
- Step 10: If both the computed step- and touch voltages are below the tolerable voltages, 
the design needs only the refinements required to provide access to equipment grounds. If 
not, the preliminary design must be revised (see Step 11). 
- Step 11: If either the step or touch tolerable limits are exceeded, revision of the grid 
design is required. These revisions may include smaller conductor spacings, additional 
ground rods, etc.  
- Step 12: After satisfying the step- and touch voltage requirements, additional grid and 
ground rods may be required [7]. 
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The additional grid conductors may be required if the grid design does not include 
conductors near equipment to be grounded. Additional ground rods may be required at 
the base of surge arresters, transformer neutrals, etc.  
- The final design should also be reviewed to eliminate hazards due to transferred potential 
and hazards associated with special areas of concern [7]. 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Design procedure block diagram [7]. 
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2.5.1 Design modification 
If the calculated grid mesh- and step voltages are greater than the tolerable step- and touch 
voltages, the preliminary design needs to be modified. The following are possible remedies: 
a) Decrease the total grid resistance. This will decrease the maximum grid potential rise 
(GPR). The most effective way to decrease the grid resistance is by increasing the area 
occupied by the grid. Deep driven rods along the grid perimeter may be used if the area is 
limited. The latter technique is especially practical for two soil layer models representing 
a ‘’hi on lo” resistivity profile. 
b) Improvement of gradient control (closer grid spacings).By employing closer spacing of 
grid conductors (minimum 2.5m), dangerous potentials within the station can thus be 
eliminated at a cost. The problem at the perimeter may be more difficult, especially at a 
small station where earth resistivity may be high. However, it is usually possible by 
burying the grid perimeter earth conductor outside the fence line, to ensure that the 
steeper gradients immediately outside the grid perimeter do not contribute to more 
dangerous touch contacts. Another effective and economical way to control perimeter 
gradients is to increase the density of ground rods at the perimeter. 
c) Increase the thickness of the surface layer. 
d) Diverting a greater part of the fault current to other paths. By connecting overhead 
ground wires of sub-transmission HV lines, or by decreasing the tower footing 
resistances in the vicinity of the substation, part of the fault current will be diverted from 
the grid. With regard to the latter, however, the effect of fault gradients near tower 
footings should be weighed. Accurate calculations of the grid current must be done, 
taking connected transmission line shield wires into account. 
e) Limit the earth fault current flowing into the earth grid. Other factors, will, usually make 
this impractical. Moreover, if accomplished at the expense of greater fault clearing time, 
the danger may be increased, rather than diminished [1, 7]. 
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f) Barring access to limited areas. Barring access to certain areas, will, where practical, 
reduce the probability of hazards to personnel. 
g) Step- and touch voltage within limit, but GPR too high. A serious hazard may result 
during a ground fault from the transfer of potential between the substation ground grid 
area and outside locations (GPR > 5kV). This transferred potential may be transmitted by 
communication circuits, conduit, pipes, metallic fences, low voltage neutral wires, etc.  
A transferred potential problem generally occurs when a person standing at a remote 
location away from the substation area touches a conductor connected to the substation 
grounding grid. The importance of the problem results from the high magnitude of 
potential difference, which is often possible. This potential difference may be equal to or 
exceed (due to induced voltage on unshielded communications circuits, pipes, etc.) the 
GPR of the substation during a fault condition. Various means can be taken to protect 
against the danger of transferred potentials. Methods have been developed for 
communication circuits involving optic isolating devices, thereby eliminating the transfer 
of high potentials from substation communication terminal to the remote terminal. The 
use of insulating panels to isolate the substation fence from any nearby connecting fences 
will also eliminate the dangers pertaining to transfer of high potential via fences. 
h) Effective use of the surface layer material (yard stone) to reduce high step- and touch 
potentials. The resistivity of the crushed stone layer helps to increase the impedance of 
the path through a person’s body for step- and touch voltages. Increasing this value 
results in higher safe step- and touch voltages. 
i) Use of the soil treatment to lower resistivity [1, 7]. 
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2.6 Types of Grounding 
 
Grounding is divided into two parts, namely equipment grounding and system grounding. 
Equipment grounding, also referred to as protective grounding, is mainly for prevention from 
dangerously high shock that may occur when there is an earth fault current between an energised 
electrical conductor and the structure that might either enclose it, or is nearby. The system 
grounding is an intentional electrical interconnection between the electrical system conductors 
and ground, and forms part of the operating system. The main difference between equipment 
grounding and system grounding is that system grounding is the part of the electrical operating 
circuit under normal operating conditions, while equipment grounding is not. System grounding 
fixes the potential at any part of the network with respect to earth, and provides sufficient fault 
current so that protection equipment can operate. System grounding can be of four different 
types, namely ungrounded systems, resistance grounding, reactance grounding and solid 
grounding [10, 14]. 
 
 
Figure 2.10: Ungrounded system with a line-to-ground fault [10, 14]. 
 
There is no connection between earth and the system neutral, except for very high impedance 
devices in ungrounded systems. Even if the system is not grounded, the system is still coupled to 
ground through the distributed capacitances [9]. 
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The system fixes the neutral point and the voltages are not floating. The problem with this 
system is that there is only the ground capacitance current, which makes detection by over 
current relays impossible in case of the line-to-ground fault and potential of the other healthy 
phases raise to line-to-line voltage levels. This will overstress the insulation of healthy phases so 
that the likelihood of a second line-to-ground fault is increased. These are the main 
disadvantages of this type of system. It has, on the other hand, an advantage: the system 
continues to operate in case of a line-to-ground fault.  
Resistance and reactance to grounded systems employ an intentional resistance or impedance 
connection between the neutral of the system and ground [9, 12]. 
 
Although these systems provide fault current, high voltage is still experienced on healthy phases 
in case of a ground fault. Fault current can be limited to acceptable levels 1-1000A in case of low 
resistance grounding, as it has better reduction on ground fault current, compared to reactance 
grounded systems [9, 10]. 
 
 
Figure 2.11: Solidly grounded system [9, 14]. 
 
High voltage systems are usually solidly-grounded (figure 2.11).In this case there is no 
intentional impedance between the system neutral and the ground. Under these circumstances the 
ground fault current can reach very high levels [9]. 
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These systems are normally made up of overhead lines. There is no problem with the stress of 
high fault currents. Insulation is, however, a problem in high voltage systems. The voltages 
across the healthy phases in solidly grounded systems do not increase with the occurrence of a 
line-to-ground fault [4]. 
 
When such high currents flow into the earth, the potential at the point of contact to earth will 
increase to dangerous levels. For example, a ground fault current of 20kA going through a 
ground resistance of 1Ω will raise the potential to 20kV at the grounded point, which is harmful 
to both human and equipment in a grounding region. This voltage is known as the GPR, which is 
the most important parameter for designing grounding systems. This potential has to be limited 
to a value which is not hazardous to system operation [5].  
 
 Table 2.2: Characteristics of grounding methods [14]. 
 Ungrounded Solid 
grounding 
Reactance grounding Ground-
fault 
neutralizer 
Resistance grounding 
 
Low value 
reactor 
High value 
reactor 
Low 
resistance 
High 
resistance 
Current for 
phase-to-
ground fault in 
percent of 
three-phase 
fault current 
Less than 1% Varies, may 
be 100% or 
greater 
Usually 
designed to 
produce 
25% to 
100% 
5% to 25% Nearly zero 
fault current 
20% and 
downward 
to 100A to 
1000A 
Less than 
1% but not 
less than 
system 
charging, 
3IC0 
Transient 
over-voltage 
Very high Not 
excessive 
Not 
excessive 
Not excessive Not excessive Not 
excessive 
Not 
excessive 
Surge arresters Ungrounded-
neutral type 
Grounded-
neutral type 
Grounded-
neutral type 
if current 
60% or 
greater 
Ungrounded 
neutral type 
Ungrounded-
neutral type 
Ungrounded
-neutral type 
Ungrounded
-neutral type 
Remarks Not 
recommended 
due to 
overvoltage 
and non-
segregation of 
fault 
Generally used on systems 
 
(1) 600V and below 
and 
(2) Over 15kV 
Not used due 
to excessive 
overvoltages 
Best suited for 
application in 
most medium-
voltage 
industrial and 
commercial 
systems that 
are isolated 
from their 
electric utility 
system by 
transfomers. 
Generally 
used on 
systems of 
2.4kV to 
15kV 
particularly 
where large 
rotating 
machines 
are 
connected. 
Used on 
systems 
600V and 
below 
where 
service 
continuity is 
desired. 
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2.7 Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, literature relating to the research is investigated. The areas of review included 
substation grounding system design, GPR, step potential, touch potential, effects of increased 
fault currents on earth grid and possible grid design improvement. Different methods of 
grounding are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 3: GRID DESIGN MATHEMATICAL MODEL  
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
In order to design a proper and safe substation grounding system, various safety parameters must 
be found, such as the ground potential rise, touch potential and step potential levels. Each 
grounding system must be uniquely designed in order to have the mesh- and step voltages below 
the tolerable step- and touch voltages of the personnel who might be working at the substation 
when a fault occurs. This chapter provides the process and equations to safely design a substation 
grounding system (according to IEEE Std 80-2000). 
 
3.2 Tolerable step- and touch voltage 
 
When designing a substation grounding system, the maximum tolerable voltages must be 
calculated in order to create a proper ground grid. These voltages depend on the soil resistivity, 
soil layer and the duration of the shock current. The maximum driving voltage of any accidental 
circuit should not exceed the step voltage and touch voltage limits [7]. 
 
For step potential the limit is: 
 
BfBstep IRRE ⋅⋅+= )2(                 3.1 
 
For a body weighing 50 kg, 
 
S
ssstep
t
CE 116.0)61000( ρ⋅⋅+=                3.2 
 
Where 
 
         sC : surface layer derating factor 
      sρ : resistivity of surface layer material (Ω.m) 
         
ρ
 : resistivity of the earth (Ω.m) 
         sh : thickness of surface material (m) 
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For touch potential, the limit is 
 
 
B
f
Btouch I
R
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





+=
2
                3.3 
 
For a body weighing 50kg 
 
 
( )
s
sstouch
t
CE 116.05.1100050 ρ⋅⋅+=                3.4 
 
For a body weighing 70kg 
 
 
( )
s
sstouch
t
CE 157.05.1100070 ρ⋅⋅+=                3.5 
 
If no protective surface layer is used in the substation, 1=sC and ρρ =s . 
 
 
3.3 Conductor sizing 
 
The symmetrical current can be calculated based on the material and the size of the conductor 
used as [7]: 
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              3.6 
 
If the conductor size is given in kcmil, the equation becomes: 
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Where 
 
I  : rms current (kA)  
           2
mm
A
    : conductor cross section )( 2mm  
          KCmilA  : conductor cross section ( )kcmil   
           mT  : maximum allowable temperature ( )C0  
           aT         : ambient temperature ( )C0  
          
rα          : thermal coefficient of resistivity at reference temperature )/1( 0CTr  
          
rρ       : resistivity of the ground conductor at reference temperature ( )cmTr −Ωµ  
           ct          : duration of current (s) 
          0K         : equals 0/1 α or ( )rα/1 - ( )CTr 0  
         TCAP     : thermal capacity per unit volume ( )CcmJ 02 ./  
 
The required area for a conductor given a current can be calculated as: 
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             3 .8 
 
 
Equation (3.8) can be simplified as: 
 
Cfkcmil tKIA ⋅⋅=                             3.9 
 
The diameter of a conductor can be calculated as: 
 
pi
2
2)( mmmmc
A
d =                3.10 
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3.4 Asymmetrical currents 
 
If the effect of the dc offset is needed to be included in the fault current, the values of the 
symmetrical current is found by [7]: 
 
ffF DII ⋅=                 3.11 
 
The decremental factor, fD , can be calculated as: 
 


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f et
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              3.12 
 
Where 
           ft : time duration of the fault (s) 
       
         
wR
XTa =                3.13 
 
The decrement factor is used to determine the effective current during a given time interval after 
inception of a fault. 
 
Table 3.1: Typical values for fD  
Cycles 
at 50 Hz 
Seconds X/R=
2 
X/R
=3 
X/R=4 X/R=5 X/R=10 X/R=20 X/R=30 X/R=40 
0.4 0.00833 1.323 1.389 1.437 1.474 1.576 1.648 1.675 1.688 
2.5 0.05 1.014 1.050 1.082 1.113 1.232 1.378 1.462 1.515 
5.0 0.10 1.023 1.037 1.050 1.063 1.125 1.232 1.316 1.378 
10.0 0.20 1.012 1.018 1.025 1.032 1.064 1.125 1.181 1.232 
15.0 0.30 1.006 1.011 1.016 1.020 1.043 1.085 1.125 1.163 
20.0 0.40 1.007 1.010 1.014 1.017 1.033 1.064 1.095 1.125 
25.0 0.50 1.004 1.007 1.010 1.013 1.026 1.052 1.077 1.101 
37.5 0.75 1.004 1.006 1.007 1.009 1.018 1.035 1.052 1.068 
50.0 1.00 1.002 1.004 1.005 1.006 1.013 1.026 1.039 1.052 
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3.5 Soil resistivity measurements 
 
The methods for soil resistivity measurements are discussed in 2.3. Since Wenner’s four-pin 
method is the most common, only calculations for this method will be discussed.  
The mutual resistance R is determined by dividing the voltage between the two inner probes by 
the current of the two outer probes. Using the mutual resistance R, the soil resistivity can be 
calculated as follows [7]: 
 
2222 4
21
4
ba
a
ba
a
aR
+
−
+
+
=
piρ              3.14 
 
Where 
          
ρ
 : soil resistivity (Ω.m) 
          R   : measured resistance (Ω) 
           a  : distance between adjacent electrodes (m) 
           b : depth of the electrodes (m) 
 
If b<<a, the above equation (3.14) can be simplified to 
 
aRpiρ 2=                            3.15 
 
For small probe spacing, the current tends to flow near the surface, but for large spacing, more of 
the current penetrates deeper soils. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the resistivity 
measure for a probe of spacing a represents the apparent soil resistivity of depth a . 
 
3.6 Ground resistance 
 
One of the first steps in determining the size and layout of the grounding system is the estimation 
of the total resistance to remote earth. Resistance primarily depends on the area of the grounding 
system.  
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In the early stages of the design, the area to be occupied is usually known. As an approximation, 
the minimum value of the substation grounding resistance in uniform soil can be estimated as 
[7]: 
 
A
Rg
piρ
4
=
                3.16 
 
Where 
         gR : substation ground resistance (Ω) 
         
ρ
 : soil resistivity (Ω.m) 
         A  : area occupied by the ground grid )( 2m  
 
Laurent and Niemann proposed a method of calculating the substation ground resistance by 
adding a second term. This equation gives an upper limit of the substation ground resistance. 
This proposed equation is: 
 
T
g LA
R ρpiρ +=
4
               3.17 
 
Where 
         TL : total burial length of conductors (m) 
 
The total burial length is the combination of the horizontal and vertical conductors in the grid as 
well as the ground rods. TL can be calculated as: 
 
RCT LLL +=                 3.18 
 
Where 
        CL  : total length of grid conductor (m) 
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        RL  : total length of ground rods (m) 
A better approximation was determined to include the grid depth 
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11ρ             3.19 
 
Where  
        h  : depth of the grid (m) 
 
This equations shows that the larger the area and the greater the total length of the grounding 
conductor used would result in a lower ground grid resistance. 
 
3.7 Maximum grid current 
 
A portion of the fault current will flow through the grounding grid to the earth. This is called the 
grid current and must be calculated. The maximum grid current, IG, can be calculated as [7]: 
 
gfG IDI ⋅=                 3.20 
 
Where 
GI  : maximum grid current (A) 
fD : decrement factor for the duration of the fault 
gI :  rms symmetrical grid current (A) 
The symmetrical grid current, gI , is the portion of the symmetrical ground fault current that 
flows between the grid and surrounding earth. It is expressed as: 
ffg ISI ×=                 3.21 
Where 
gI : rms symmetrical grid current (A) 
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fI : rms symmetrical grid fault current (A) 
fS : fault current division factor 
High voltage distribution lines are provided with overhead shield wires that are earthed at each 
tower along the line. Where these shield wires are connected to the substation earth grid they 
divert a substantial portion of the fault current away from the station earth grid and can be taken 
into consideration in the design of the substation earth grid [6, 7]. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: An illustration of distribution line [6]. 
 
The effect of connected overhead shield wires can be calculated by regarding them as parallel 
resistances to the grid resistance, as shown in figure 3.1. Empirical values of these resistances are 
given in the accompanying table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: Empirical Resistance values 
 Distribution line fitted with   
one shield wire 
Distribution line fitted with         
two shield wires 
First line with shield wires 
connected 
                 7.3Ω                    3.5Ω 
All subsequent lines with 
shield wires connected 
                 10.6Ω                    5.2Ω 
 
 
3.8 Fault currents 
 
Many different faults can occur in a system. It is difficult to determine the fault type and location 
that would result in the greatest current flow between the ground grid and the surrounding earth. 
When determining the applicable faults types, the probability of occurrence needs to be 
considered. It is recommended to consider single line-to-ground and double-line-to-ground faults 
[7]. 
In the case of a double line-to-ground fault, the zero-sequence fault current is: 
 
          3.22 
 
Where 
0I  : symmetrical rms value of zero sequence fault current (A) 
E  : phase -to-neutral voltage (V) 
fR : estimated resistance of the fault in Ω (normally it is assumed 0=fR ) 
1R  : positive sequence equivalent system resistance (Ω) 
2R : negative sequence equivalent system resistance (Ω) 
0R  : zero sequence equivalent system resistance (Ω) 
1X  : positive sequence equivalent system reactance (Ω) 
( )
( ) ( )( )[ ] ( )( )0022201011
22
0 3.3
.
jXRRjXRXXjRRRjXR
jXRE
I
ff ++++++++⋅+
+
=
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2X : negative sequence equivalent system reactance (Ω) 
0X : zero sequence equivalent system reactance (Ω) 
 
In the case of a single line-to-ground fault, the zero-sequence fault current is: 
 
( )0210210 3 XXXjRRRR
EI
f ++++++
=
           3.23 
R1, R2, R0, X1, X2, and X0 are computed looking into the system from the point of fault.  
In most cases, the resistances are ignored, thus the zero-sequence fault current equations are 
simplified. 
 
The simplified double line-to-ground zero-sequence fault current becomes: 
 
( ) ( )02201
2
0
.
XXXXX
XE
I
+++⋅
=
                          3.24 
 
The simplified single line-to-ground zero-sequence fault current becomes: 
 
021
0 XXX
EI
++
=
               3.25 
 
3.9 Ground potential rise (GPR) 
 
Ground potential rise (GPR) is defined as: “the maximum electrical potential that a substation 
grounding grid may attain relative to a distant grounding point, assumed to be at the potential of 
remote earth. The GPR is calculated as [7]:  
 
gG RIGPR ⋅=                3.26 
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Where 
        gR : substation ground resistance (Ω) 
        GI : maximum grid current (A) 
    
 
3.10 Mesh potential ( mE ) 
 
Mesh potential is a form of touch potential. Mesh potential represents the highest possible touch 
potential that may be encountered within a substation’s grounding system. Mesh potential is the 
basis for designing a safe grounding system inside and immediately outside the substation. In 
order for the grounding system to be safe, the mesh potential has to be less than the tolerable 
touch potential, otherwise the substation ground grid design needs modification [7]. 
 
The mesh potential can be calculated as: 
 
M
imG
m L
KKI
E
⋅⋅⋅
=
ρ
              3.27 
 
Where 
       
ρ
  : resistivity of the earth (Ω.m) 
       ML : effective burial length (m) 
       mK : geometrical spacing factor 
       iK  : irregularity factor 
 
The geometrical spacing factor, mK , for mesh potential is: 
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Where 
      D  : spacing between parallel conductors (m) 
      d  : diameter of grid conductors (m) 
      h  : depth of ground grid conductors (m) 
     iiK : corrective weighting factor adjusting for the effects of inner conductors on the corner            
mesh 
     hK : corrective weighting factor adjusting for the effects of grid depth 
The corrective weighted factor, hK  is: 
 
0
1
h
hK h +=                 3.29 
 
Where  
          0h  : grid reference depth )1( 0 =h  
 
 
For ground grids with ground rods along the perimeter and throughout the grid as well as in the 
corners, the corrective weighting factor, iiK , is: 
 
1=iiK                 3.30 
 
For grids with no ground rods, or a few ground rods scattered throughout the gird, but none 
located along the perimeter or in the corners, the corrective weighting factor, iiK , is: 
 
( )nii n
K 2
2
1
⋅
=                 3.31 
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Where the geometric factor, n , is composed of factors an , bn  , cn  , and dn . The geometric factor,
n , is: 
 
 dcba nnnnn ⋅⋅⋅=                3.32 
Where    
  
  
P
C
a L
L
n
⋅
=
2
                3.33 
 
  
1=bn  for square grids              3.34 
   
  
1=cn  for square and rectangular grids            3.35 
 
  
1=dn  for square, rectangular and L-shaped grids           3.36 
  
Otherwise: 
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Where 
        CL  : total length of conductor in the horizontal grid (m) 
        PL  : peripheral length of grid (m) 
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        D  : spacing between parallel conductors (m) 
         d  : diameter of grid conductors (m) 
         h  : depth of ground grid conductors (m) 
         A : area of grid (m2) 
         xL : maximum length of grid in the x-direction (m) 
         yL : maximum length of grid in the y-direction (m) 
         mD : maximum distance between any two points on the grid (m) 
 
The irregularity factor, iK , is used in conjunction with n . It is calculated as: 
 
nK i ⋅+= 148.0644.0                          3.40 
 
For grids with no ground rods, or a few ground rods scattered throughout the grid, but none 
located along the perimeter or in the corners, the effective buried length, ML , is:  
 
RCM LLL +=                3.41 
 
Where 
        RL  : total length of all ground rods (m) 
 
 
For ground grids with ground rods along the perimeter and throughout the grid, as well as in the 
corners, the effective buried length, ML  , is:  
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Where 
 
        
rL : total length of each ground rods (m) 
 
3.11 Step potential ( sE ) 
 
If a grid system is designed for safe mesh potential, the step potential will be within tolerable 
limits. Step potential is usually smaller than touch potential, because both feet are in series rather 
than parallel. The body can also tolerate higher currents through a foot-to-foot path, because it 
does not pass through vital organs such as the heart. For the ground system to be safe, the step 
potential has to be less than the tolerable step potential [7]. 
 
The mesh potential can be calculated as: 
 
S
GiS
s L
IKK
E
⋅⋅⋅
=
ρ
               3.43 
The effective buried conductor length SL  is: 
 
RCS LLL ⋅+⋅= 85.075.0               3.44 
 
The step factor SK  for the step voltage is given by 
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Where 
        D  : spacing between parallel conductors (m) 
        h  : depth of ground grid conductors (m) 
        
n
 : geometric factor composed of factors an , bn , cn and dn  
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3.12 Conclusion 
 
The grounding system design mathematical model presented in this chapter is used to analyse, 
design and improve Ruighoek substation’s grounding system. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH CASE STUDY 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Substations take in power from the grid connections and transform this down to the required 
voltages for utilisation. Ruighoek substation is used as a case study because this substation will 
have a fault current increase once Medupi power station and Ngwedi transmission station come 
onto the grid, and will be converted from 88kV to 132kV. Figure 4.1, below, shows the single 
line diagram of the Ararat 88kV network. The shaded area depicts the network that will be 
converted from 88kV to 132kV. The 132kV network will be supplied from Ngwedi MTS, as 
discussed in chapter 1. 
 
Figure 4.1: Ararat 88kV and Ngwedi 132kV network [2]. 
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Ruighoek substation is situated in North West province, 30km from Sun City and 150km from 
Rustenburg. Figure 4.2, depicts the Sun City substation, which is a source station. Ruighoek 
substation is a load station and an 88kV Hare conductor line radial feed interconnects the two 
substations. 
 
Figure 4.2: Case study 88kV network diagram [2]. 
Ruighoek substation has 1x20MVA, 1x10MVA 88/22kV transformers installed, and 1x88kV 
Hare line with a shield wire installed.  
4.2 Eskom policy for neutral earthing of electrical networks 
Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 present Eskom’s adopted policy for neutral earthing of electrical 
network. 
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4.2.1 Earthing of transformer HV neutrals 
High voltage networks shall be effectively earthed at the source substation. That is, the HV 
neutral of the EHV/HV transformers, or the secondary (load-side) neutral of HV/HV source 
transformers, shall be solidly earthed. In many cases, source substation transformers are 
autotransformers. The neutral is then common to both the primary and secondary windings, and 
shall be solidly earthed [12]. The HV neutrals of load transformers (e.g. HV/MV transformers, or 
the primary-side winding of HV/HV transformers) shall be operated unearthed, except where 
[12]: 
a) The transformer winding has fully graded insulation. The affected transformer’s HV 
neutral shall be solidly earthed. Historically, 132kV transformer windings have been 
specified with fully graded insulation (i.e. the basic insulation level (BIL) of the neutral 
terminal was 110kV). This was amended to partially graded insulation (i.e. the BIL of the 
neutral terminal was increased to 250kV). All other transformer HV windings have 
historically been specified with partially graded insulation [12]. 
b) The transformer is an autotransformer. The transformer neutral shall be solidly earthed. 
c) Single pole tripping is applied on the network. All transformer HV neutrals on the 
affected network shall be solidly earthed. 
d) Network studies determine that, by not earthing some or all load transformer HV 
neutrals, the healthy phase voltages exceed 80% of the nominal phase-to-phase voltage 
under the condition of a bolted single phase-to-earth or phase-to-phase-to-earth fault on 
the network. The results of the studies shall be used to determine which transformer’s HV 
neutrals shall be earthed to avoid overvoltage conditions [12]. 
e) Network studies determine that certain load transformer HV neutrals must be earthed in 
order for the network earth fault protection to function adequately (i.e. with adequate 
sensitivity and selectivity). The results of the studies shall be used to determine which 
transformer’s HV neutrals shall be earthed in this case [12]. 
f) The transformer is supplied via a radial feed and there is a high risk of single phasing of 
the HV line (e.g. in an area prone to conductor theft). The affected transformer’s HV 
neutral shall be solidly earthed.  
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In this case, earthing of the transformer HV neutral serves to avoid the risk of high 
transient overvoltages caused by ferro-resonance under the condition of one or two 
broken conductors on the supply feeder [12]. 
Where transformer HV neutrals are left unearthed, the neutral terminal shall be protected by a 
suitable surge arrester: 
a) For a 66kV, 88kV or 132kV partially graded winding, the neutral surge arrester’s 
maximum continuous over-voltage (MCOV) shall be 48kV, with a protective 
level/maximum residual voltage of 165kV. 
b) For a 44kV partially-graded winding, the neutral surge arrester MCOV shall be 36kV, 
with a protective level/maximum residual voltage of 125kV. 
The neutral surge arrester is provided so as to protect the neutral terminal (which has a lower 
BIL than the line terminals) from damage in the case of simultaneous voltage surges entering the 
star windings from two or more HV line terminals [12]. 
 
4.2.2 Earthing of transformer MV neutrals 
The neutral point of an MV network shall be resistively earthed under all operating conditions. 
This requires that the neutral point be earthed via a suitable neutral earthing resistor (NER). In 
the case of a HV/MV power transformer featuring a delta-connected MV winding, the neutral 
point of the MV network shall be provided and earthed by means of a neutral electromagnetic 
coupler (NEC) with internal NER, known as a neutral electromagnetic coupler with resistor 
(NECR). It is common practice to include an auxiliary MV/LV transformer in the same tank as 
the NECR, giving rise to the designation NECRT [12]. 
 
4.2.2.1 Fault current contribution per neutral earthing point 
In new installations, the NER or NECR for each point of MV neutral earthing shall be specified, 
such as to limit the earth fault current contribution per neutral earthing point as follows: 
 
a) In overhead (typically rural) distribution networks: 360A; and 
b)  In underground (typically urban) distribution networks: 960A. 
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4.2.2.2 Neutral earthing points provided from a common earth mat 
In an effort to limit the total earth fault current and the associated touch potentials imposed at the 
structures of faulted equipment, a maximum of three NEC/NECRs shall be applied per overhead 
or underground distribution network. Networks, including sections of both overhead and 
underground feeders, shall be treated as overhead networks for this purpose. In cases where each 
HV/MV or MV/MV power transformer provides its own point of MV neutral earthing, this 
requirement effectively limits the maximum number of paralleled supply transformers to three 
This requirement is derived from the calculated touch potentials appearing on the MV earth 
electrode at MV/LV distribution transformers in the event of a phase-to-tank fault. Medium 
voltage industrial supply networks may be provided with more than three points of MV neutral 
earthing, subject to agreement between Eskom and the affected customer(s) [12].  
 
Except where agreed otherwise by Eskom and the customer, the standard shall be to use 360A 
NER/NECRs in these applications. Neutral earthing of MV industrial supplies shall be in 
accordance with SANS 10200. Except in the cases outlined in Section 4.2.2.3 below, the neutral 
of each MV network shall be earthed from a common earth mat, usually from the source 
substation. This requires that the MV neutrals of load transformers (e.g. MV/LV transformers, or 
the primary-side winding of MV/MV transformers) shall be operated unearthed [12]. 
 
4.2.2.3 Neutral earthing points provided from separate earth mats 
Customers (including embedded generators) requiring the provision of an additional point of 
neutral earthing to an Eskom MV network (for example, to facilitate islanded operation of his 
plant), and which will not be provided from the same earth mat as the network’s neutral earth 
connection, shall do so only with written permission from  Eskom. Two alternative earthing 
arrangements may be permitted in this case [12]: 
 
a) The customer operates a switched neutral earth such that the customer’s neutral earthing 
point is earthed no more than 200ms prior to disconnecting the supply (and the earthing 
point) from the Eskom network, and disconnected from earth within 200ms upon re-
connection of the customer network to the Eskom MV network [12]. 
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b) The customer provides a permanent point of neutral earthing, but the NER is sized such 
that the total earth fault current contribution from the customer earth(s) is less than or 
equal to 10% of the total earth fault current contribution from the Eskom source, but no 
more than 72A [12]. 
 
In case (a), provision shall be made for the detection of a failed neutral earthing switch, either in 
the open or closed positions. The control system shall isolate the customer supply point from the 
Eskom network within 500ms in the event that the neutral earthing switch fails in the closed 
position [12]. In case (b), provision shall be made for suitably sensitive earth fault protection for 
both islanded and grid connected operating modes of the customer’s facility.Additional network 
earths may not be installed downstream of an open-delta connected voltage regulator, as the 
regulator causes a neutral voltage shift which establishes circulating current between the distant 
earths, dependent on the regulator tap number. The application of three single-phase regulators 
avoids this problem [12]. 
 
4.3 Ruighoek substation 
Ruighoek substation is an 88kV Eskom Distribution substation. The substation has two star/delta 
transformers, 88/22kV 1 x 20MVA and 1 x 10MVA. The substation serves a semi-rural area 
with mixed load, comprising farmers and a few light and large industries. Ruighoek substation is 
currently supplied through 30km 88kV Hare line from the Sun City substation. The power 
transformers installed in this substation have star-delta connection and their HV neutrals are 
solidly earthed. Earthing of the transformer HV neutral serves to avoid the risk of high transient 
overvoltages caused by ferro-resonance under the condition of one or two broken conductors on 
the supply feeder. Solid grounding refers to the connection of the HV neutral transformer 
directly to the earth mat [12]. The installed transformers at Ruighoek substation are partially 
graded insulated, and the neutral are solidly earthed. When the neutral is kept unearthed, a surge 
arrester must be connected between the neutral and earth mat. The idea of installing a surge 
arrester in the neutral is that it is assumed when a lightning strike hits the line, the surge will be 
equal and in phase on all three phases and below the insulation level of the surge arrester 
mounted on the phase terminals of the transformer.  
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When the surge reaches the neutral it will add up and double when reflected back to the neutral 
point. The surge arrester is thus installed to clamp the voltage to a safe level in order to protect 
the neutral from internal flashing [12]. 
 
Figure 4.3: Existing Ruighoek substation single electric diagram [2]. 
 
In this case the HV/MV transformers feature a delta-connection MV winding. The neutral point 
of the MV network is provided and earthed by means of an NEC with internal NER, known as a 
NECR. The auxiliary MV/LV transformer is included in the same tank as the NECR, giving rise 
to the designation NECRT [12]. 
The NECRT for each point of MV neutral earthing is specified such as to limit the earth fault 
current contribution per neutral earthing point as follows [12]: 
1. In overhead (typically rural) distribution networks: 360A; and 
2. In underground (typically urban) distribution networks: 960A. 
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The NECRT is a ZN-connected winding used for artificially providing a neutral point in a 
system where a system neutral point is not otherwise available, and capable of passing a 
specified zero sequence earth fault current for a specified duration of time when connected to a 
system of specified rated voltage [11,12].  
The principal objectives of the system neutral earthing are as follows [12]: 
a. To stabilise the phase-to-earth voltages; 
b. To limit transient overvoltages and to reduce arcing damage at the point of a fault; and  
c. To enable the operation of protection equipment for the isolation of faulty equipment and 
circuits by allowing an earth fault current of adequate magnitude to flow to the point of 
intentional earthing during the occurrence of an earth fault. 
The applied resistive earthing in this substation reduced earth fault current magnitude (typically 
300-900A), lowered the degree of damage at fault point and caused no damage to feeder 
equipment and, most importantly, reduced the step- and touch potentials [12]. 
Figure 4.4: Existing Ruighoek substation earth mat configuration [2]. 
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Ruighoek substation has a grounding grid of 65 x 49m and 5.74 x 3.4 square meshes of 
horizontal grid solid round copper conductors buried about 1m below ground level. The grid 
extends over the whole area occupied by the substation. All metalwork in this substation (steel 
structures, gutters, fences, etc.) are bonded to the earth grid so that a direct low-resistance path to 
ground is provided for short-circuit currents. Ruighoek substation has yard stone of between 25-
38mm in size, and wet resistivity of 3000 ohm metre over the whole area occupied by the 
substation, and this serves to increase the resistance in the accidental circuit (through the person) 
to limit the current to safe levels.  
This means that less current will flow through the person per unit voltage, thereby increasing the 
step- and touch voltages that can be tolerated by the person. Secondary advantages are that it 
limits weed growth and limits the rate of evaporation from the soil, thereby improving (reducing) 
soil resistivity. This, in turn, improves the effectiveness of the earth grid. 
Table 4.1: Substation Parameters 
Description Size Unit 
High Voltage 88 kV 
Medium Voltage 22 kV 
Transformers 10 and 20 MVA 
HV(3- Phase fault current) 1.94 kA 
HV(1- Phase fault current) 1.05 kA 
MV(3- Phase fault current) 4.46 kA 
MV(1- Phase fault current) 720 A 
Switchyard operator 50 kg 
Resistivity of the crushed rock layer 3000 Ω.m 
Grid buried depth 1 m 
Fault clearing time 0.5 s 
 
The information presented in table 4.1 will be used as the base for the analysis of the existing 
grounding system, as discussed in section 4.4. 
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4.4 Existing grounding system design 
The analysis of the existing grounding system is presented in this section. Visual inspection of 
existing substation earth electrodes, measurement of substation earth electrodes resistance and 
soil resistivity are discussed. 
4.4.1 Visual Inspection 
It is of utmost importance that the condition of the earthing system is verified visually. This is to 
confirm that the grid conductor cross-sectional area is not being affected by corrosion and is 
adequate, considering the design earth fault current together with the maximum earth fault 
duration applicable. 
The following were inspected visually: 
 Condition of the surface layer material (e.g. crusher stone), is free of fines and soil and is 
at least 100mm thick as per standard. 
 There are no loose or otherwise faulty connections 
 There are no stolen or missing earth tails 
 Visible earthing conductors and connections are still in good condition 
 Earthing bonds to equipment are still in good condition 
 Metal structures, particularly fence at ground level, are inspected and no sign of corrosion 
is visible. 
Visual inspection of the main earth grid and connections is performed. This is done by 
digging a number of test holes (see figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.5: Existing earth electrodes 
No corrosion could be traced in all test holes. The earth grid cross section area and connections 
are still adequate to sustain the design earth fault current.  
4.4.2 Earth electrode resistance measurement 
The earth electrodes resistance (also commonly referred to as the grid resistance) is measured to 
verify the resistance between the earth electrode and true earth. The fall of potential method, as 
shown in figure 4.6, is used to measure the resistance of the existing earth grid. 
 
Figure 4.6: Fall of potential method of measuring earth resistance [7, 13]. 
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Where probes C1 and P1 are connected to the same point in the substation earth grid, probe C2 is 
connected 180m (L2) away from the edge of the earth grid and probe P2 is connected at 
prescribed distances. Measurements were taken as shown in table 4.2. 
Table 4.2: Measured resistances 
Probe Spacing Distance Resistance (Ohm) 
Ra 10% L2 18 0.55 
Rb 20% L2 36 0.78 
Rc 30% L2 54 0.91 
Rd 40% L2 72 1.05 
Re 50% L2 90 1.14 
Rf 60% L2 108 1.2 
Rg 70% L2 126 1.24 
 
The earth resistance was measured at seven separate positions of the potential spike. The 
following resistance curve is obtained: 
 
Figure 4.7: Earth resistance curve 
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To determine the curve slope coefficient µ  ,   the change of slope of the earth resistance curve 
was measured: 62962963.0
78.005.1
05.12.1
=
−
−
=
−
−
=
bd
df
RR
RR
µ  
Using table 8.1 in Appendix B,   mD
L
D 602.1091806089.06089.0
2
=×=⇒∴= τ
τ
 was obtained 
gridR at mD 602.109=τ  was measured and Ω= 02.1gridR   obtained. 
4.4.3 Soil resistivity measurement 
The measurements of soil resistivity constitute the basis of the grounding study and are therefore 
of primary importance. The Wenner four-pin method, as shown in figure 4.8 below, was used to 
determine the soil model (top, bottom soil layer resistivities and soil top layer thickness) in the 
vicinity of the substation, taking into account possible factors that will influence the accuracy of 
the results. 
 
Figure 4.8: Wenner four-pin method [7]. 
The four-pin method is one of the accurate methods in practice for measuring the average 
resistivity of undisturbed earth.  
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The following measurement procedure is followed: 
a. Four test probes are driven into the soil in a straight line at equal distances a and to a 
depth of not more than 10% of a (refer to figure 4.9). 
b. The leads between the measuring instrument and test probes are connected, as shown in 
figure 4.9. Care is exercised to ensure that the insulated leads are in good working order, 
as damaged or non-insulated leads may result in incorrect values being recorded. 
c. The earth tester is operated and resistance measurement, R, is recorded. 
d. The average soil resistivity to a depth, D, in the vicinity of the voltage probes is 
calculated according to the following relation:  
Average resistivity to depth D: 
Ra ⋅⋅⋅= piρ 2         [Ω.m]                       4.0 
Where a is the test probe spacing in metres and R is the earth tester readings in ohms. The depth, 
D, is given as eighty percent of the probe spacing (i.e. D = 0.8 x a). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9: Wenner arrangement [12] 
Readings are taken and resistivity calculated for progressively widened probe spacings to obtain 
resistivity values at various depths. The centre position of the spike system is kept constant 
whilst the probe spacings are increased. The values used for a are as shown in table 4.3. The 
depth to which the test probes are driven was never more than 10% of the spacings a between the 
electrodes.  
 
C1 C2P1 P2
EARTH TESTER
C1 P1 P2 C2
a a a 
 a  
10 
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The specific depth, D, for a given spacing, a, is calculated as: 
aD ⋅= 8.0                   4.1 
Geometric factor given by aK ⋅⋅= pi2               4.2 
The two sets of readings are taken diagonally across the site, maintaining the centre position of 
the probes (refer figure 4.10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Figure 4.10: Direction of soil resistivity measurement on site 
The soil resistivity measurements were made in the vicinity of the substation, since it will be 
impossible to detect within the existing substation, due to interference from grounding system 
conductors. The shortest measurements were done to sample shallow depth soil resistivity. The 
measurements are therefore indicative of local surface soil characteristics. The longer 
measurements were done to sample the soil resistivity at greater depths. The results are tabulated 
in table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3: Soil resistivity survey measurement results – Wenner method 
 
Two sets of soil resistance measurements are taken (i.e. R1 and R2), and average (R3) is 
calculated and used to determine the soil resistivity. 
For most power system grounding problems, it has been found in practice that a horizontal two -
layer stratification is a good approximation of the real earth structure [6, 7]. 
The two-layer model is illustrated in figure 4.11. 
 
Figure 4.11: Two layer earth model 
 h-thickness of top layer (m) 
 1ρ - resistivity of top soil layer (Ωm) 
 2ρ - resistivity of  bottom soil layer (Ωm) 
 a - probe spacing (m) 
Probe 
spacing
Tester
reading 1
Tester
reading 2
Average 
Resistance
Geometric 
Factor K
Resistivity 
Ω.m
a (m) R 1(Ω) R 2(Ω) R3(Ω) K=2∙π∙a ρ=R3.K
1.0m 12.2 12 12.1 6.28 75.988
2.0m 12.1 11.9 12 12.57 150.84
3.0m 11.29 11.31 11.3 18.85 213.005
5.0m 10.94 10.9 10.92 31.42 343.1064
10.0m 8.18 8.22 8.2 62.83 515.206
15.0m 5.43 5.45 5.44 94.25 512.72
20.0m 4.3 4.44 4.37 125.66 549.1342
30.m 2.57 2.71 2.64 188.5 497.64
40.m 1.61 1.59 1.6 251.8 402.88
50.m 1.57 1.55 1.56 314.1 489.996
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Autogrid Pro software was used to determine the resistivities of the top and bottom soil layer, as 
well as the thickness of the top layer. Results are tabulated in table 4.4. 
Table 4.4: Autogrid Pro Results [16]. 
 
The top layer is 1.9m thick and the earth grid is buried in it, with soil resistivity of 
mΩ= 8.1251ρ , and bottom layer has soil resistivity of 495.5Ωm. Vertical rods installation will 
not be considered, because the bottom layer has high soil resistivity. 
Grid resistance is given by the following equation:  

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18.125 gg RR  
Note: parameters in equation 4.1 are calculated in section 4.4.4, in detail. 
It can be deduced that the grid resistance values measured in section 4.4.2 are comparable to the 
one calculated in section 4.4.3, with a small error of less than 2%.   The soil structure is therefore 
a good approximation of the true earth. 
4.4.4 Existing substation earth grid analysis: 
The standard 210mm round copper was used to construct the existing earth mat. 
Grid parameters: 
- Grid length = 65m and grid width = 49m, 
- Distance between parallel conductors is mDX 74.5= , 
- Distance between parallel conductors is mDY 4.3= . 
Layer Number Resistivity(Ωm) Thickness (m)
Rho1 125.8 1.9
Rho2 495.5                            Infinity
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 Calculate the number of conductors perpendicular to the length,  
 32.121
74.5
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           4.2 
 Calculate the number of conductors perpendicular to the width, 
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Therefore, total conductor length is ( ) )( yyXxT QLQLL ⋅+⋅=
           4.4 
mLT 24.1556)41.1549()32.1265( =×+×=∴  
Area occupied by ground grid is 231854965. mLLA Yx =×=⋅=
           4.5 
and the depth of the grid is .1mh =  
From equation 4.1,
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).6( ssbbstep CRIE ⋅+⋅= ρ  (Tolerable step voltage)                        4.7 
Where bI  is the safe body current, Ω=1000bR  body resistance, ms .3000Ω=ρ crusher stone 
resistivity and sC is the surface layer derating factor. 
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From equation (4.6), VEstep 1.2994)958703.0300061000(164.0 =××+=∴     and 
)5.1( ssbbtouch CRIE ⋅+⋅= ρ (Tolerable touch voltage)          4.10 
( ) VEtouch 5.871958703.030005.11000164.0 =××+×=∴  
The maximum grid current is given by the following equation: 
fffG ISDI ××=                4.11 
Where: fD is the decrement factor for the entire duration of the fault, fS is the current division 
factor and fI is the RMS value of the symmetrical ground current [A]. 
grest
rest
f RR
R
S
+
= , Note 1=In (number of lines connected to the substation), therefore use      4.12 
Ω= 3.7restR , the resistance associated with the overhead lines, external earth electrodes and 
earth mat.                                                                                                    
877404.0
02.13.7
3.7
=
+
=∴ fS  and 010.1=fD (from table 3.1)
 
From equation (4.11), the grid is: 
kAIG 93.0050.1877404.0010.1 =××=∴  
Ground potential rise is VRIGPR gG 6.94802.1100093.0 =××=⋅=         4.13 
The mesh potential is given by the following equation: 
c
Gim
m L
IKK
E
×××
=
ρ
,               4.14 
Where: mK is the geometric factor and iiK is the corrective weighting factor that adjusts for the 
effects of inner conductors on the comer mesh. 
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The number of parallel conductors of an equivalent rectangular grid is represented by the 
following equation: 
dcba nnnnn ×××=                4.17 
Where: 
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72.1311005.165.13 =×××=×××=∴ dcba nnnnn
          4.24 
414.1111 =+=+= hK h , is the corrective weighting factor          4.25 
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And from equation (4.16), 
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Also from equation (4.15): 
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The correction factor is given by the following equation: 
67.272.13148.0644.0148.0644.0 =×+=×+= nK i           4.26 
From equation (4.14),  VEm 03.15524.1556
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And the step potential is represented by the following equation: 
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The following must be true for the earth grid to be safe:
 
- Mesh potential < Safe touch potential limit 
- Step potential < Safe step potential limit 
- GPR               < 5kV 
Table 4.5: Existing ground grid results 
Safe  
touch  
potential 
limit 
Mesh 
potential 
(actual) 
Safe  
step  
potential 
limit 
Step 
potential 
(actual) 
Ground 
potential  
rise  
limit 
Ground 
potential 
rise (actual) 
871.5V 155.03V 2994.1V 68.03V 5000V 948.6V 
 
∴The existing grounding system is sufficient and safe for existing fault current/levels. 
Eskom maintains an insulation level of 5kV rms from the HV earth electrode to the customer 
MV earth electrode. This implies that substation GPR will not be transferred in the case of MV-
fed customers [6]. 
 
Figure 4.12: An illustration of transferred GPR [6, 8]. 
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Figure 4.12 illustrates one of the potential hazardous situations that substation designers have to 
avoid. When services such as telephone connections shared by other customers are directly 
connected to a substation, it poses a potential threat to the customers on the service. This 
situation can be avoided by inserting isolation interfaces between the external connection to the 
substation and the substation. A more difficult situation to deal with is the case where customers 
who receive power directly from the utility substation at MV voltage and have their own 
substations from where they transform and distribute power directly to their plant. In most of 
these cases it is not possible to decouple the customer’s installation from Eskom’s substation 
earth grid and GPR [6, 8]. 
 
It is very difficult, or impossible, to separate these earth electrodes, as armoured cables 
interconnect the systems. The substations are often also so close to each other that, even if it 
were disconnected by some means, the GPR will still be transferred by means of coupling 
through the ground. One positive benefit of this situation is that the net earth electrode resistance 
is in this case lowered by the parallel connection between the earth electrodes of the utility, the 
customer substation and any incidental electrodes that the customer may have in his plant.  
 
In this case it is imperative to either separate the customer earth, or for the customer to maintain 
similar step- and touch potential design principles when designing power substations in the 
customer’s plant. Separation HV and MV earth electrodes are in many cases not possible for 
example in the case where MV motors are used in the plant [6]. 
 
4.5 Grounding system design with increased faults currents 
Due to increased load demands, new generation sources are added to the transmission and 
distribution network. This increases fault current intensities, both three-phase and phase-to 
ground, throughout the power system. Figure 4.13 depicts a new network configuration. 
Ruighoek substation is converted from an 88kV to 132kV substation and the existing 88kV Hare 
line radial feed is upgraded to 2x132kV Kingbird lines firm supply.  
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Figure 4.13: New 132kV network diagram 
The fault current intensities increased due to network reconfiguration, and the single phase fault 
current increased from kAI 050.10 =  to kAI 4.110 = . 
 
Table 4.6: New substation parameters 
Description Size Unit 
High Voltage 132 kV 
Medium Voltage 22 kV 
Transformers 20 MVA 
HV(3- Phase fault current) 13.96 kA 
HV(1- Phase fault current) 11.46 kA 
MV(3- Phase fault current) 9.33 kA 
MV(1- Phase fault current) 720 A 
Switchyard operator 50 kg 
Resistivity of the crushed rock layer 3000 Ω.m 
Grid buried depth 1 m 
MV overhead lines 22 kV 
Fault clearing time 0.5 s 
   
 
Ruighoek substation will be converted from 88/22kV, 1x20MVA and 1x10MVA to 132/22kV 
2x20MVA and 8x22kV overhead lines. It will be supplied through loop in, loop out 132kV 
Kingbird (rated at 120MVA) lines, replacing a single 88kV Hare (rated at 80MVA) line.  
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The new substation parameters are shown in table 4.3 and will be used to analyse the existing 
grounding system. The new single line diagram for Ruighoek substation is shown in figure 4.14, 
which encapsulates the new feeder bays connected to the 132kV Kingbird lines and 132/22kV 
20MVA transformers. Customers are fed from overhead MV lines and the customers’ earth 
electrodes are decoupled from utility substation earth electrode, because there is simply not any 
direct galvanic connection. MV lines do not have shield wires, and even if there were shield 
wires, the design of the MV-LV transformer installation is specifically done to prevent the 
transfer of fault GPR to customers [6]. 
 
Figure 4.14: New Ruighoek substation single electric diagram 
The rms symmetrical ground fault current is 11.46kA, as shown in table 4.3. The number of lines 
that will be connected to Ruighoek substation are Ngwedi – Ruighoek 132kV Kingbird line with 
two shield wires and Sun City – Ruighoek 132kV Kingbird line with single shield wire 
respectively. Both lines will be build parallel to each other.  
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These overhead ground wires will be connected to the substation ground, and a substantial 
portion of the ground fault current will be diverted away from the substation ground grid [7].  
4.5.1 Ground potential rise analysis 
The resistance associated with overhead lines, external earth electrodes and earth mass is defined 
by the following equation (refer to page 51): 
21
21
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rest RR
RR
R
+
⋅
=
                                                4.30 
The distribution lines are fitted with two shield wires. The resistance values used are obtained 
from table 3.2.  
Ω=
+
⋅
=∴ 631.2
6.105.3
6.105.3
restR , 
The current division factor (split factor) of the symmetrical fault current to that portion of the 
current that flows between the grounding grid and surrounding earth, is calculated below. 
From equation (4.12): 
720624.0
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Part of the fault current flows back over the overhead ground wires to the source (Ngwedi MTS), 
thereby reducing the grid current, as calculated below. 
From equation (4.11): 
kAIG 34.846.11720624.0010.1 =××= , 
GPR is proportional to both the current flowing in the ground grid and the equivalent grid 
impedance. The split factor is added in the calculations. 
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From equation (4.13):
  
kVRIGPR gG 51.802.134.8 =×=×=∴  
It can be seen that, even though the grid current had decreased because of the split factor, the 
GPR is still above the safe limit. This means that ground potential rise in case of ground faults 
may cause dangerous voltages between telecommunication and local ground. The GPR, as well 
as distribution of the earth surface potential during the current flow in the grounding system, are 
important parameters for the protection against electric shock. This transferred potential may be 
transmitted by communication circuits, metal pipes, metallic fences and low voltage neutral wire. 
Since Ruighoek substation does not have telecommunication circuits, metal pipes, metallic 
fences and low voltage neutral wire directly coupled to the adjacent substation earth electrodes, 
the aggravated GPR due to an increase in faults current, is not relevant. 
4.5.2 Mesh potential analysis 
The allowable touch voltage is calculated in equations 4.10. Mesh potential represents the 
highest possible touch potential that may be encountered within a substation’s grounding system. 
Mesh potential is the basis for designing a safe grounding system inside and immediately outside 
the substation. 
From equation (4.14): 
,27.1390
24.1556
100034.867.279.099.122 VEm =
××××
=
 
The calculated mesh potential exceeds the touch potential tolerable value of 871.5V by 63%. 
This implies that substation ground grid is unsafe, a person standing while at the same time 
having his hands in contact with a grounded structure will experience unsafe touch potential of 
63% more than the allowable touch potential. The safety of a person depends on preventing the 
critical amount of shock energy from being absorbed before the fault is cleared and the system 
de-energised.  
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In this case the magnitude and duration of the current conducted through a human body can 
cause ventricular fibrillation of the heart, since the tolerable value of touch potential is exceed. 
4.5.2 Step potential analysis 
The allowable step voltage is calculated in equations 4.7. For the ground system to be safe, the 
step potential has to be less than the tolerable step potential, so that the critical amount of shock 
energy that a person will experience is prevented before the fault is cleared and the system de-
energised. 
 
From equation (4.27): 
VE s 1.61018.1167
100034.867.226.099.122
=
××××
=  
The calculated step potential is less than the tolerable step potential value of 2994.1V. This 
implies that the substation ground grid has safe step potential. This means that a person can 
bridge a distance of 1m with his feet in Ruighoek substation without contacting any other 
grounded object and without being exposed to dangerous step potential. It clear that there is no 
safety concerns regarding step voltages in and around this substation.  
The grounding system safety analysis is based on the step and touch voltage criterion. The 
maximum driving voltage of any accidental circuit (step or touch voltage) should not exceed the 
maximum permissible limits.  
Table: 4.7: Summary of results 
Particular Unit Result 
Grid resistance Ω 1.02 
Max. grid current (case 1) kA 0.93 
Max. grid current (case 2) kA 8.34 
Tolerable GPR Volts 5000 
Actual GPR (case 1) Volts 948.6 
Actual GPR (case 2) Volts 8510 
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Tolerable step voltage Volts 2994.1 
Tolerable touch voltage Volts 871.5 
Actual step voltage (case 1) Volts 68.03 
Actual step voltage (case 2) Volts 610.1 
Actual touch voltage (case 1) Volts 155.03 
Actual touch voltage (case 2) Volts 1390.27 
No. of conductors in X 
direction 
- 12.32 
No. of conductors in Y 
direction 
- 15.41 
Total length m 1556.24 
Safety (case 1) - Safe 
Safety (case 2) - Unsafe 
 
The safety characteristics of a substation grounding system depend upon the actual step, touch, 
and mesh voltages being less than or equal to the tolerable potentials. Table 4.4, shows a 
summary of results, where case 1 represents the results of the existing grounding system before 
increase in fault current and case 2 represents the results of the existing grounding system with 
increase in fault current. It can be seen that safety characteristics of a substation system are 
satisfied in case 1, but in case 2 are not all satisfied. 
 
4.6 Conclusion
 
Eskom has power distribution improvement and expansion plans to reinforce its power 
distribution system to accommodate load growth in the future. The plans consist of construction 
of Ngwedi MTS, distribution substations, sub-transmission lines and installation of new 
equipment (e.g transformers, circuit breakers). This expansion plan will increase the effective 
short-circuit current at the Ruighoek substation. Substation earthing plays a vital role in the 
safety of the environment when a phase-to-ground fault occurs in or close to the substation.  
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This impact on the safety of staff inside the substation, as well as the safety of staff of 
substations and the factories of customers connected to the faulting substation. The two layer soil 
structure is used as a good approximation of the real earth structure. The ground grid design for 
Ruighoek substation is examined with the main objective to assess its grounding system 
condition in terms of GPR, step- and touch potential. These three parameters are analysed to 
ensure that they satisfy the safety criteria defined in the IEEE Std. 80-2000, with two scenarios 
classified by fault levels: 1.050kA for the existing configuration, 11.46kA for expansion plan or 
future configuration. The existing grounding system is able to support the 1.050kA short-circuit 
current. The GPR, step- and touch potential criteria are satisfied.  
 
The grounding system of the future configuration does not satisfy all safety criteria, except the 
step potential that is within the safe limit. The ground potential rise and touch potential are 
aggravated by the increased fault currents, but since customers earth electrodes are decoupled 
from Ruighoek substation earth electrode, the effect of aggravated GPR due to an increase in 
fault currents is not relevant in this case study. The touch voltage in the substation area is 
considerably higher than maximum allowable touch voltage. Therefore the existing grounding 
system with increased in fault current does not comply with all safety requirements. Overhead 
line earth wires which are connected to the substation earth grid, diverts part of the earth fault 
current to the tower footing earthing and to the source. The step and touch voltages are 
dangerous for human body, because human body may get electric shocks from step and touch 
voltages. Therefore it is important to have step and touch voltage lower than the tolerable values. 
The existing earth grid visual inspection was done and no sign of corrosion was found, therefore 
the existing grid conductor will still be re-used. 
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CHAPTER 5: POSSIBLE DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS 
 
This chapter presents the possible remedies that can be applied to compensate for the effects of 
high fault current on the existing grounding system. Only possible remedies for touch potential 
will be investigated, since step potential is within the safe limit and GPR is irrelevant in this case 
study. 
 
5.1: Grid design improvement 
 
Touch potential is the potential difference between the grid potential rise and the surface 
potential at the point where a person is standing, while at the same time having his hands in 
contact with an earthed structure, as shown in figure 5.1. 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Illustration of touch potential [12]. 
 
Limit of safe touch potential is defined by equation 4.10: 
 
( ) touchss
c
FKK EC
t
RRI =+=⋅+ ρ5.11000116.0)5.0(  
The mesh potential is the maximum touch voltage to be found within a mesh of an earth grid. 
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of mesh potential [12]. 
 
Mesh potential = Voltage across a man standing in the centre of the mesh and touching a 
structure bonded to the earth grid some distance away, as denoted in figure 5.2. 
 
Mesh potential limit = ( ) m
c
Gim
FKK EL
IKK
RRI =
×××
=⋅+
ρ5.0
 from equation 4.14. 
 
Ruighoek substation has an existing grounding grid of 65 x 49m and 5.74 x 3.4 meshes of 
horizontal grid solid round copper conductors with 12.32 conductors in X direction and 15.41 
conductors in Y direction buried about 1m below ground level, as shown in figure 4.4. The grid 
is extending over the whole area occupied by the substation. Driving deep vertical rods along the 
grid perimeter will not be considered in this case study, because the bottom soil layer has higher 
soil resistivity compared to the top soil layer. The maximum allowable touch and step voltages 
are the criteria that should be met to ensure a safe grounding system, but since touch voltage 
criteria is not met the grounding system is deemed unsafe. The maximum touch voltage within 
the grounding system is 1390.27V, which exceeds the maximum acceptable touch voltage limit 
of 871.5V.  
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The iterative calculations of touch and step potential are done and results are tabulated in table 
5.1, five cases of calculation are presented. 
Table 5.1: Grid parameters 
Factors Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E 
Ly(m) 49 49 49 49 49 
Lx(m) 65 67.5 70 72.5 75 
A(m
2
) 3185 3307.5 3430 3552.5 3675 
QX 12.32404181 28 29 30 31 
QY 15.41176471 15.41176471 15.41176471 15.41176471 15.41176471 
Lt(m) 1556.239188 2645.176471 2785.176471 2930.176471 3080.176471 
Lp(m) 228 233 238 243 248 
n 13.71928773 22.85081673 23.59069355 24.34765382 25.12091319 
Kii 0.617042982 0.715674864 0.721271991 0.726748269 0.732098941 
Km 0.78995093 0.575135239 0.575286728 0.575436738 0.575585075 
Ki 2.674454585 4.025920876 4.135422645 4.247452765 4.361895152 
IG(A) 8.345835572 8.494879209 8.503982178 8.545529988 8.585324422 
GPR 8.494879209 8.193058559 8.078795488 7.969483201 7.864784045 
Em(V) 1393.473199 910.8546844 893.3953377 876.6801449 860.668007 
Ks 0.261802987 0.261802987 0.261802987 0.261802987 0.261802987 
Ls(m) 1167.179391 1983.882353 2088.882353 2197.632353 2310.132353 
Es(V) 615.7218414 552.8310202 542.0915427 531.8104931 521.9626886 
 
Case A: 
In this case, based on the results in table 5.1, the substation is not able to support the 11.46kA 
short-circuit current with the existing ground grid configuration. The touch potential is more than 
the tolerable touch voltage limit of 871.1V, by 63%.  
Case B - E: 
From case B to E, the number of conductors in X direction is increased gradually from 12.32 to 
31, while the number of conductors in Y direction is left unchanged. The spacing between 
parallel conductors in X direction is decreased to 2.5m, while spacing between parallel 
conductors in Y direction is kept unchanged. This implies that the area occupied by the grid and 
the total length of buried conductor increases. 
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In turn the touch potential decreases to the safe limit of 860.7V. It can be seen from table 5.1, 
that step- and touch potential continuously reduces when the grid area increases, and the spacing 
between parallel conductors is reduced. The number of conductors in Y direction is kept 
constant, because is not possible to extend the grid area in Y direction, due to the limited space 
on site. The most cost effective extension is in X direction. It is of interest to note that, from the 
results, GPR reduces, as well as the grid area increases, but the GPR is not considered, because it 
is not relevant in this case study. The existing earth electrodes will be re-used since they are still 
in good condition.  
Table 5.2: Summary of Results 
Particular Unit Result 
Grid resistance Ω 1.02 
Max. grid current (before) kA 0.93 
Max. grid current (after) kA 8.34 
Tolerable GPR Volts 5000 
Actual GPR (case 1) Volts 948.6 
Actual GPR (case 2) Volts 8510 
Tolerable step voltage Volts 2994.1 
Tolerable touch voltage Volts 871.5 
Actual step voltage (case 1) Volts 68.03 
Actual step voltage (case 2) Volts 610.1 
Actual step voltage (case 3) Volts 522V 
Actual touch voltage (case 1) Volts 155.03 
Actual touch voltage (case 2) Volts 1390.27 
Actual touch voltage (case 3) Volts 860.7 
Safety (case 1) - Safe 
Safety (case 2) - Unsafe 
Safety (case 3) - safe 
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Table 5.2, shows a summary of results, where case 1 represents the results of the existing 
grounding system before increase in fault current, case 2 represents the results of the existing 
grounding system with increase in fault current and case 3 representing an improved grounding 
system with increased in fault current . It can be seen that safety characteristics of a substation 
grounding system are satisfied in case 1 and 3. 
The grid area increases from A = 65m x 49m = 3185m2 to A = 75m x 49m = 3675m2, the 
substation is extended in X – direction by 10m, with minimum horizontal spacing of 2.5m. Area 
occupied by the grounding grid has major effect on step- and touch potential. Thus, the step- and 
touch potential decreases significantly with increased grid area. 
 
 Figure 5.3 An Improved Ruighoek substation earth mat configuration 
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The number of conductors parallel to the length and to the width of the earth grid determines the 
size of the grid meshes. The size of the grid meshes has a strong impact on the step and touch 
potentials that will arise under fault conditions. Adding conductors and thereby reducing the size 
of the meshes results in a reduction of step and touch potentials. By employing closer spacing of 
grid conductors, dangerous potentials within the substation are eliminated. 
 
 
 
5.2 Conclusion
 
It can be concluded that step- and touch potential can be improved by increasing the area 
occupied by the grid, as well as decreasing the horizontal spacing of parallel conductors. This 
means that step- and touch potential is inversely proportional to the area occupied by the grid, 
and directly proportional to the horizontal spacing of parallel conductors. An improved 
grounding system is able to support the 11.46kA short-circuit current. This improvement 
involved reducing the horizontal spacing between earth electrodes and increasing the grid area, 
which was very effective in reducing touch potential, and therefore the calculated touch voltage 
is much lower than the tolerable limits and this in turn satisfies the safety criteria. 
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CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUSION 
The effects of increased fault currents on an existing substation grounding system have been 
studied. It was found that ground potential rise and touch potential were aggravated by the 
increased fault currents. In order to effectively prevent hazardous situations in substations upon 
increased ground faults on the existing grounding system, a safety-based design of the grid 
should be implemented. In addition, it is of paramount importance to be aware of the present 
ground-fault current levels at the customer’s plant, as they should not exceed, due to increased 
power flows on the existing utility transmission and distribution assets.  
The ground grid design for Ruighoek substation is examined with the main objective of assessing 
its grounding system condition in terms of GPR, step- and touch potential. These three 
parameters are analysed to ensure that they satisfy the safety criteria defined in the IEEE Std. 80-
2000, with two scenarios classified by fault levels: 1.050kA for the existing configuration, 
11.46kA for expansion plan or future configuration. The existing grounding system is able to 
support the 1.050kA short-circuit current, and the GPR and step- and touch potential criteria are 
satisfied. The grounding system of the future configuration does not satisfy all safety criteria, 
except the step potential that is within the safe limit. This case study showed that, the ground 
potential rise and touch potential are aggravated by the increased fault currents. Since customers 
earth electrodes are decoupled from Ruighoek substation earth electrode, the effect of unsafe 
GPR due to an increase in fault currents is not considered.  
Improvement measures have been proposed and showed that step- and touch potentials can be 
improved by increasing the area occupied by the grid, as well as decreasing the horizontal 
spacing of parallel conductors. This means that step- and touch potential is inversely proportional 
to the area occupied by the grid and directly proportional to the horizontal spacing of parallel 
conductors. An improved grounding system is able to support 11.46kA short-circuit current. This 
implies that it is important to apply the suggested remedies, in order to meet the safety 
characteristics, as to ensure that a person in the vicinity of grounded object is not exposed to 
electric shock, and to provide a low impedance path to carry the fault current into ground without 
exceeding any equipment limits. 
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APPENDIX  
   
Note: The numbers in the first row of the table represent the third decimal of the µ value in the 
first column. 
 Table 8.1: Curve Slope Coefficient µ 
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   Table 8.1: Continues. 
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Table 8.1: Continues. 
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